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GET GEARED UP
Are you celebrating Falcon Friday? Check
out this week's poll results in PULSE on
Page 7 and vote in the weekly poll online
at BGNEWS.COM
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Commuters compete for
convenient parking on campus

Greek councils receive increased
representation in USG
Fraternities. Sororities to select two new senators

B,A1«.«AW»H
Reporter

Since mid-August, Lot 10, the ice
arena parking lot, has been under
construction and causing commuters who park there to seek
other spots.
While construction should be finished by the end of September, some
commuters have had a hard time
adjusting to the construction.
Vanessa lumer is one of the commuters who has been affected by the

www.bgnews.com

Aaron Kane
Manager of Patking
and Shuttle Services

absence of the 48(1 commuter spaces
in Lot 10.
"It's harder to find spots now
because the commuter lot at
I larshman is full, the lot at the cemetery is full and the field house lot is
just inconveniencing" lumer said.

"If all else failed, you could always
have parked at Lot 10.1 low can we
make it to class on time if we can't
find a spot?"
Aaron Kane, manager of lurking
and Shuttle Services, said he understands commuter frustration with
the lot being closed because he used
to commute to the University.
"I think it helps that I was a student
here and have seen all the aspects of
See COMMUTERS I
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Assistant Puke Editor

Two-thirds of Cireek chapters have
on-campus facilities. Previously
the members who lived on campus
were the only Greeks represented in the Undergraduate Student
Government.
At their Sept. 12 meeting, USG
made an amendment to its by-laws
to allow the on-campus Cireek population more representation.

STARBUCKS HOURS
Friday: 7:30 am-930 pm
Saturday 9 am - 9 pm
Sunday. U am -10pm

There were only two Greek seats
in USCi, one for the living facilities on
the east side of campus and one for
the west side, forcing some fraternities and sororities to share one representative even if they had different
ideas and opinions.
"I asked IGreek leaders! whether
they shared similar goals across
See GREEK | Page 2

PUNKIN DONUTS HOURS
Fiiday 6am -10pm
Saturday 6 a.m -10 pm
Sunday. 6 am -10 pm

Former University officials linked SING ALONG
to Ohio Senate Bill 5 language
ByAKsuWidnun
Managng Editor

The recent release of public records
relating to Ohio Senate Bill 5 has
reopened old wounds between the
University's administrators and faculty union.
The documents reveal Sean
FitzGerald, the University's general
counsel, crafted the bill's amendment excluding professors from collective bargaining eligibility.
The amendment came about
half a year after the University's
faculty voted to unionize through
the American Association of
University Professors.
Representatives from the union.

Sean FitzGerald
University General
Counsel

called the Faculty Association, said
the revelation was disappointing,
and its timing "couldn't have been a
coincidence."
"Officials at this University specifically suggested this and came up
with the language, and I have no
doubt in my mind that this was a
response to our democratic vote to
unionize," said Andrew Schocket,
lAURfNPOFf I IHE8GNEWS

See SENATE | Page 2
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SPORTS

PRESTON PUGMIRE played in the Union Thursday night The event was hosted by University Activities Organisation.

PULSE

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Use meal plan swipes creatively

Volleyball hopes to continue wins

Gear up for autumn with The Puke

Cartoonist Hannah Sypniewski gives

The BG volleyball team will try to stay

The Pulse stays warm as the leaves change with a

insight to the negative aspects of the new

undefeated at 12-0, the team's best season start.

bite to eat, stylish clothes and staying inside with

DOMINIQUE SANDERS
Senior. Physical Education

They begin conference play against Kent State

an album and TV shows to be enjoyed before
snowflakes begin to flurry | Pagt J

"Water and a glazed donut"

University swipe system of rlning at The
Oaks and Carillon Place | Page 4

5
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and Ohio University this weekend | Page 5

What's your favorite drink from Starbucks or
Dunkin Donuts?
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THURS..SEPT.22

BLOTTER
WED, SEPT. 21
10:02 A.M.
Complainant reported a brown Schwinn
World Traveller bicyde stolen within the
500 block ol Palmer Ave. It was valued
at 1200

1:06 A.M.
Antonio Uddel 21. of Toledo was
arrested for menacing and criminal
trespassing within the 1000 block of
Faiview Ave. He was lodged in the
V\tood County Justice Center
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2:44 A.M.
Nicholas Philip Glass. 24. of Flint. Mich;
and Andy Lee Pearce 20. of Bradnei.
Ohio were cited for disorderly conduct/
fighting near East Court and North
Prospect streets Pearce was also cited
for underage under the ntluence of
alcohol.
f\ ONLINE: Go lo bgnewscom for the
"$ complete blotter list

220 A.M.
Tmothy Eliot Pornnger. 29. of Toledo
was arrested for operating a vehicle
impaired, possession of marijuana, drug
paraphemaka and cocaine near North
Church and West Court streets. He
was transported to the Wood County
Justice Center

GREEK

of the National Pan-Hellenic
Council, which is a historically
black Greek council, is really
excited to get a chance to be
represented in USG.
"This will really help us,
being a smaller chapter, to get
a voice in something larger
than ourselves," Stephens
said. "It gives us a voice that
may not have been heard."
Stephens said NPHC will
choose their representative
based on GPA as well as
possibly interviewing the
candidates.
"lit will be I somebody
who has an idea of what the
council wants as a whole,"
Stephens said. "Somebody
who is a leader outside of the
council as well."
Brittany llartory, president
of the Panhellenic Council, a
council of sororities on campus, thinks new representation will benefit both USG and
the Greek councils.
"Personally, I think it is a

great step for USG to be linking with Greek councils,"
Hartory said. "They'll have
different points of view and
be able to have that liaison
between USG and our representative."
The Panhellenic Council is
currently looking for a member to represent their council
in USG, Hartory said.
"We are looking for women
who have a dedication to
the council, who have had
good standing in the council and their chapter and who
are looking to get involved,"
llartory said.
USG left the selection of
representatives up to the
COundls, and the new representatives will be sworn in
at Monday's USG meeting,
Sword said.
"|My goal) is to make sure
every group of students has a
person they can go to directly
to get their concerns heard."
Sword said.

Dotts said.

By offering both
Starbucks and Dunkin'
Donuts on campus this
year, people have even more
of a selection of coffee, pastries and breakfast options
to choose from.
"Many people swear by
the Dunkin' Donuts coffee
and feel there is nothing
like it. Then you have those
that crave their Starbucks
coffee each morning,"
Meyer said. "Offering two
different stores at two locations on campus appeals
to more tastes and gives
more options."
Both Dunkin' Donuts and
Starbucks are also offering
fall specials to appeal to
more customers.

council lines," said Derek
Sword. USC; internal affairs
chair. "They said the different
chapters had different goals.
When they're lumped together, they're not getting their
true voice heard.'1
Due to the leaders' responses, Sword decided to work on
getting separate and greater
representation for each Greek
council. Now, each of the
four Greek councils have the
opportunity to have a representative in USG.
"Beyond Greek affiliation,
this new structure provides
an opportunity to hring representatives in from historically
black Greek organizations and
also culturally based as well as
service based organizations,"
said Chris Bullins, director of
Fraternity and Sorority Life.
Brianna Stephens, president

COFFEE

The location of both
Starbucks and Dunkin'
Donuts has an effect on
business. While Starbucks
may be a closer walk for
some on-campus students,
Dunkin' Donuts offers
easy access to community
members with 20-minute
parking spots.
I laving the opportunity
to offer temporary parking
at Dunkin' Donuts appeals
to the community and was
something Dining Services
was unable to do with
Starbucks, Meyer said.
Location isn't the only factor in either store's growth,
though. Starbucks and
Dunkin' Donuts offer different products, and customers' preferences lead them to
the business they prefer.
"We are able to appeal
to more students and more
tastes by having both destinations," Meyer said.

From Page 1
ager.
"Starbucks has realized an
average of 10 percent growth
in the first two weeks of
classes, while Dunkin' has
grown with both the campus community and the
Bowling Green community,"
she said. "We are quite
happy with the performance
of both."
Although both businesses have seen an increase
in consumers since the
start of the school year,
some students, like senior
Danielle Dotts, enjoy
Starbucks' coffee more. The
location on campus affects
Dotts' decision on where to
pick up a coffee.
"I like Starbucks because
it's convenient. It's right in
the center of campus, and
it's closer to everything,"

11:
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10:17 A.M.
Complainant reported a possible scam
phone call after giving ihe subject her
bank information wrtlun the 900 bbd
of Wilson Dnve She contacted the
bank to dose her account
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CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

ONLY ONLINE:
For a list of special drink
deals, check out this artide
online at BGNews.com
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S3 Pitchers/Beer!
$6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink!
3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs!
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COMMUTERS
From Page 1
student parking so that I can
look at it from the other side
too," Kane said.
Construction on Lot 10 is
part of a three-year maintenance plan for all tots on campus, which includes but is not
limited to: reseating, restriping
and resurfacing—whatever
the lot requires at that time.
Kane said.
In the last year, Kane said
that an additional 1,700
spaces have been created
for commuters from the preexisting 2,000.
The increase in spots may
be why some students like
senior Chad Meredith have
not been affected by the Lot 10
construction.
Meredith said the lot construction hasn't affected him at
all and that he tries to get to the
University really early in the
morning to get his spot.

SENATE
From Page 1
FA communications director. "We're really shocked that
any university would do this
to faculty at unionized campuses across Ohio.''
The
Inter-University
Council, an association
representing Ohio's public University presidents—
including former president
Carol Cartwright—submitted the Senate Bill 5 amendment using FitzGerald's language, which was eventually
signed into law March 31 by
Ctov. John Kasich.
"Here's what we submitted
to (State Sen. Kevinl Bacon's
office," Mike Sura, the lUC's
vice president of government
relations, said in February in
an email obtained via public records request. "We used
Sean's language."
Suver refers to the amendment in a separate email as
"the BGSU amendment,"
explaining the IUC's final
copy "is not inconsistent with
the BGSU amendment, only a
little broader."
Bruce Johnson, president of
the IUC, said the amendment
language was agreed upon as
a council to remain consistent with federal standardsthrough the U.S. Supreme
Court case NLRB v. Yeshiva,
private university faculty are
ineligible for collective bargaining.
"If someone is suggesting

"I wouldn't dare drive my
car in the middle of the day,"
Meredith said.
The normal maintenance of a lot usually
takes about a week to get
through, Kane said.
Kane recommends that
during the construction,
commuters who used Lot 10
should use Lot 18 by Perry
Field House. 24 by the Stroh
Center and 8 behind Falcon
Heights until construction is
finished.
Since last year, Kane said
Parking Services has repaired
12 working lots to make
sure construction is done in
the summer. Repaired lots
include: 8, S, T, W. M. I, Q, K
and 24.
So why has it taken so long
for bit 10 to be reconstructed?
The problem is that the
IT duct bank and high voltage wiring was thought to
have gone over the drainage
system. But it actually had
gone under the drainage

causing the construction
crew to go down deeper and
redesign the whole drainage
system, said Marc Brunner,
project architect.
Other tasks taking more
time are the encounter of rock
on the southwest comer that
construction has to trench
through and worse subsoil
conditions than what were
expected. "Which you can't figure that out until you start digging around," Brunner said
"Also, we've tost eight days
to rain. For every hard day of
rain, it takes one day to dry
out." he said.
Weather could also be
a factor in whether or not
the construction in Lot 10
will finish by the end of
September.
"In weather like this, I can
completely understand why
Icommuters] want Lot 10
done and completed so they
can park closer; especially as
the snow starts to fly," Kane
said.

the reason this language is
in the bill is that it emanated
from BGSU, they are absolutely incorrect," Johnson
said. "I proposed this solution
in my testimony to the council before Sean was consulted
on the language."
FitzGerald was not the first
or only one to consider applying the policy to the Ohio law,
Johnson said.
"We had a number of lawyers involved in the drafting
process, and Sean was one
of them," he said. "I don't
think his role was primary,
but he was involved. 1 think
that's obvious*
FitzGerald agreed with
lohnson and the amendment was passed through the
"usual legislative process."
"Senate Bill 5 was drafted
by the legislature and enacted
by the legislature," FitzGerald
said. "The implication that it
was done in a backroom deal
is not accurate. As with every
bill, it was a public process,
and the legislature was the
author at the end of the day."
Senate BUI 5 is currently
on hold until a referendum is
voted upon in the November
election. The faculty union
and administrators are currently bargaining for their
first contract and will continue to until the election results
have been announced.
If the administration wants
a better relationship with
faculty, the FA should voluntarily recognize the faculty
union regardless of the vote,

Schocket said.
Throughout the bargaining process, the FA also
hopes the administration will
move forward more quickly
and renounce the previous
administration's decisions—
both actions that would foster
better trust at the University,
Schocket said.
"A tot of faculty are already
angry and mistrustful about
the administration because
of broken promises and its
position all along on collective bargaining," he said.
"We have a nice, new tone
this year, but until that tone
is backed'by concrete action,'
it's going to be hard for any
faculty member to trust and
work collaborativery with the
adrrunistration."
In an email statement released Thursday,
University President, Mary
Ellen Mazey, said she
could not comment on the
University's past position.
"1 came to Bowling Green
with the understanding
that our faculty had formed
a union," Mazey said. "One
of the top priorities of my
administration is to negotiate
the first contract with our faculty, and we have begun that
process. We are moving forward under the current law."
ONLY ONLINE
To read the pubfc records
cited in this story, read the
online version at BGNewsxom

Come check us out online at

BGNews.com
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Weekends from
Sept. 23rd Oct. 30th":

Located on
Twp. Road 16
pi 1 in Me west of Napoleon
South of St Rt. 24

Friday 7pm-10pm | Saturday 2pm-10pm | Sunday 2pm-9pm

Visit www.leadersfarms.com for more information

Leading you to fun since 1997
If you dare to be Scared, try

ScreamAcres Haunted Cornfield
and make your way through the halls of

The Pandemonium Projectl
WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas iHeat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Bask Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1&2 Bedroom Apt*

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Office: 400 ENapoleanRd-4l9.352.9U5
Email: winthropSigerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm,Sat Ham-3pm

> Free DVD Library

Call us about our current specials!
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WHERE MY FALCONS AT?
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Warm, stylish autumn
fashion sweeps campus
ill**
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By Jonathan K^lhoh
Puke Reporter

Whh more than 17,000 hits,
the "Stroh Center Rap" is a
way to immortalize the Stroh
Center and recognize the contributors.
The rap features sophomore Mikey "Rosco" Blair and
senior gospel singer Rachel
Willingham.
"I was excited, because I
love this school," Blair said.
"I am so blessed that I was
chosen to do this. I take any
opportunity I can to help the
University."
The University had a specific goal when producing this
video.
"We wanted to create something memorable for the Stroh
Center," said Dave Kielmeyer,
University spokesperson.
In August, the University
contracted
Madhouse

Productions to make a video
commemorating the new
facility. They needed onscreen talents, so Student
Affairs generated a list of six
potential stars, Kielmeyer
said.
Blair submitted a tape, and
he was selected as the rapper.
Willingham was discovered
in the Bowling Green gospel
choir. She is now a senior at
the University.
"I thought it would just be
for fun," Willingham said.
"But I didn't realize it would
be this big of a deal."
The video was hard work,
but they also had a lot of fun,
Blair said.
"We talked about the buildings, and I couldn't pronounce
Schmidthorst IPavilionl,"
Blair said. "It took me 50 tries
before I got it right. It became a
huge joke with everyone."
The University is also

trends Seasonal favorites
return, to the delight of many

As the days become shorter,
the nights get colder and the
leaves start to change, it can
only mean one thing; the
fall season is finally here.
Along with the changes
in temperature comes the
return of the seasonal favorites at places like Starbucks,
Dunkin' Donuts and popular restaurants Olive Garden
and Red Robin.
The campus' perennial
favorite caffeine destination, Starbucks, is already
offering its seasonal drinks
and baked goods.
Campus Starbucks manager Karen Piotraowski is
doing her best to keep the
supply of popular fall drink,
the pumpkin spice latte,
in stock. Piotraowski said
she "tries to keep stocked
through December."
While the Pumpkin
Spice Latte is perhaps the
most recognized drink of
all the seasonal offerings

at Starbucks, two new fall
drinks are also brewing up
some stiff competition this
fall season.
The Salted Caramel
Mocha and the Apple Pie
Frappuccino are holding
their own.
"They are both very popular among our customers,"
Piotraowski said.
Along with these beverages, Starbucks is also serving up a pumpkin cream
cheese muffin. As tasty as
these are, if staying fit is
your goal you may want to
limit your intake. A Grande
Pumpkin Spice Latte will set
you back 380 calories and 49
grams of sugar, a Grande of
the Salted Caramel Mocha
is 420 calories with 56 grams
of sugar, while the Pumpkin
Cream Cheese muffin is 420
calories.
Starbucks plans to keep
its seasonal offerings "until
holiday break arrives for
students," Piotraowski said.
Another campus destination doing its best to appeal
to students with special
seasonal drinks is Dunkin'

laughing, in a positive way,
about the music video's success.
"You never know with videos like this," Kielmeyer said.
"Anytime you do something
different, it's risky. You never
know how people are going
to react."
The video features people
who funded the Stroh, something Kielmeyer was apprehensive about.
"We wanted to recognize
the donors," Kielmeyer said.
"I have to admit, I held my
breath when they watched it
for the first time. Thankfully,
they liked it a lot. We were
lucky they were so down-toearth."
Blair found fame across
the University last year with
his YouTube spoof of Wiz
Khalifa's "Black and Yellow,"
entitled "Orange and Brown."
"I wrote 'Orange and

Brown,' but I didn't write
'Stroh Center Rap,'" Blair said.
"Rob Seifert from Madhouse
Productions did. So I was honored to get to combine our talents together and make something cool."
Blair is majoring in telecommunications but after
finding YouTube success, he
plans to pursue rapping, he
said.
"At first, it was just for fun."
Blair said. "But now, I'm producing a mixtape and taking
it seriously. I'm going to send
out my tape and get it all over
Facebook and Twitter."
As for Willingham, she isn't
interested in singing. But she
does want to be a star.
"I want to be a supermodel
on MTV," Willingham said.
"But not like Kim Kardashian,
being famous for nothing. I
want to be out there working
with people and in the public

It's finally fall again, my
absolute favorite season; the
cool weather, the leaves falling, the colors and most of all
the fashion. When the cooler
weather hits I am so excited
to pull out my jeans, sweaters, dresses, tights, boots,
coats, hats and scarves.
But first, 1 head straight to
my fall issues of Seventeen
and InStyle; they always give
great advice on how to pull
together instant fall classics.
This fall, boots have become
a hot ticket item. I love to
wear my boots. You can pair
them with jeans for a relaxed,
laid-back look or even with a
dress and cardi for a dressier
vibe. The top style this fall is
riding boots; they give your
jeans and dresses an equestrian, classic vibe. I just got a
pair, and I love to wear them
with jeggings and a blazer.
Since last fall season, I
have become obsessed with

jeggings and blazers. While
I only have one pair of jeggings this year, I do have
four blazers. leggings are
an easy pair of skinny jeans
to pair with boots, flats or
heels. When you want to look
pulled-together, just throw
a blazer on top of a dress
or blouse with jeans. With
these two pieces, you will
instantly look like you took
hours to get ready.
One of my favorite ways
to wear a dress in the fall
is with tights or knee high
socks (yes, that's right, I said
knee highs). A new trend is
wearing patterned tights
and knee highs with a cute
dress or skirt, and tights are
a great way to keep your legs
warm on these chilly fall
days. Personally, my favorite
way to wear my knee highs is
with a dress and boots. It is a
comfy and relaxed look that
also gives you a bit of a sexy
edge by only showing a little
bit of skin.
Let's not forget that fall is
also the time when it gets
See FASHION | Page 1

The fall season can be uncovered at Happy Badger

i

AMANDA McGUIRE
RZIUNEK
FOOD COLUMNS

Happy Badger makes me
happy.
No matter how many
places I have to stop during
errands or how many stores
I have to visit to cross items
off of my grocery lists, the
minute I step inside Happy
Badger I remember to take a
breath and relax.
This past Monday I
stopped in to pick up a loaf
of Zingerman's bread—
the only bread I eat at this
point. And Happy Badger has
spoiled me; it carries an array
of specialty breads, desserts

and baked goods of culinary
goodness. Don't believe me?
The reviews from Oprah,
Drew Barrymore, Mario
Batali, Jim Harrison and
Zagat on the Zingerman's
website say it alL
And if that isn't enough,
take it from me. No noteworthy occasion, birthday
or holiday is special without
Zingerman's. It is the food of
the gods.
That said, the Cohen family members, the proprietors
of Happy Badger, are rock
stars for driving Zingerman's
goodies down from Ann
Arbor in their cars every single week, cooking with them
and selling them to folks in
our community.
And when I walked into

N0W0NBGNEWS.COM
Puke reviewer Erin Cox's review for the
movie "Moneybalf
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CHECK ONLINE THIS WEEKEND FOR:

Pulse reviewer Matt Lasses TV review of
"Big Bang Theory"

V/WWWflFrOH0H0UYW000.C0M/

Pulse columnist Danae King's

review for the TV show "Grey's Anatomy"
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See TRENDS | Page 7

THIS WEEKEND IN BG

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

Ghetto T and Life Sized Giant

The Love List

This weekend, two bands will be gracing the
Howard's stage. Ghetto T will be playing on
Friday and Life Sized Giant on Saturday. Both
shows will begin at 9 p.m.

This Friday, the Village Players Theatre opens
its curtains for The Love List," a comedy that
tugs at the heart brain and funny bone. The
play begins at 8 p.m. This weekend is the last

This weekend is the last weekend for the
Toledo Area Artists Exhibition at the Toledo
Museum of Art The show features art from

weekend for the show.

66 different artists.

93rd Annual Toledo Area
Artists Exhibition

THEY SAID IT
"I'm done with the winning,
because I've already won.
- Charlie Sheen

[^ VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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1 think it helps that I was a student here and have seen all the aspects of student
parking so that I can look at it from the other side too."
- Aaron Kane, manager of parking and shuttle services, on commuter parking [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What's your favorite drink from Starbucks or Dunkin Donuts?
"Hoi, While
Chocolate Mocha."

"French Vanilla
Iced Coffee."

"Passion Fruit Iced
Lemonade."

"Pumpkin Spice
Latte."

BRONTE
DESHONG,
Sophomore.
Arts and
Communications

ALEX
DAVIS,
Senior,
Telecommunications

GABI
ESQUIVEL.
Sophomore.
Sociology

GAVIN
HcDANIEL.
Sophomore,
History

Administration
ignores faculty
That was then; this is nrivv.
Then: a lung, lung time agu.
Well, last fall, actually, BGSU
administrators were fighting
tooth-and-nail against the
BGSU Faculty Union. Lots of
faculty, including sume who
weren't crazy ahnut unions,
were concerned at the
administration's routine disregard of faculty governance,
and were looking for some
alternative to blindly trusting
the administration.
The faculty union's strongest selling point was (and
is) die prospect of a negotiated enforceable contract
between the faculty and the
administration.
Vluinn.lui'>!-, insisted this
w-as unnecessary.
During the run-up to the
election over collective bargaining, then-1'resident Garol
(iirtwright said: There is an
enforceable contract between
the faculty and the university. It's
called the Academic Charter."
The faculty union won the
election and with it the right to
represent the faculty in collective bargaining
Almost the next thing the
administration did was gut
the faculty charter, ripping
out so much material that the
University was no longer in
compliance with the agencies
that accredit us.
Specifically, the administration removed the chunk of the
charter that allows for administrators to have their performance reviewed. (And the
reason that's a big deal is that
accrediting agencies are what
make the difference between
an actual university and a guy
who'll sell you a worthless
diploma for fifty bucks.)
Let's be candid. This was not
bright. Maybe more importantly, it looks like the admin istration was talking out of both
sides of its mouth. One party
to an enforceable contract can't
take that contract and rip big
chunks out of it because they're
mad or upset or just feeling
frisky that day.
Both sides have to agree to
changes, or the contract doesn't
get changed. That's what makes
it enforceable.
The administration must
have known that.
So what was the deal with call-

ing the (harter an "enforceable
contract?" Did (hey not know
what that means? Was it just
reckless talk, not intended to
be taken seriously? Was it deliberately intended to deceive? Is
there any one of these scenarios
that makes the administration
sound trustworthy?
There's a reason why accrediting bodies insist that the performance of administrators be
reviewed.
It's the same reason faculty
performance is reviewed, and
the same reason students get
grades: evaluation rewards success and heips discourage error.
And anyone can use a due now
and then.
The last administration was
notably bereft of clues, and it
is the task of the new administration, led by I "resident Mazey,
to repair at least some of the
damage done, this includes the
restoration of the charter.
Unfortunately, the faculty
aren't seeing as much collaboration as we might have
hoped for from the new
administration.
A bucket of new revisions
to the Academic Charter was
recently dumped in front of the
laculty Senate, which was told
to approve them in a hurry so
that the Board of Thistees can
vote on them in October.
Why the Hurry? If the last
revision was a fiasco because
it was lushed through without
sufficient thought and without
consulting the Faculty Senate
(and it W88), why not take the
time and do it right?
Back then, in the bad old
days (a few months ago), the
administratioris mantra was:
Trust us! Even as they operated behind the scenes to harm
the faculty. (If this seems too
extreme to you. have a look
at a recent story in the Toledo
Blade, showing that the BGSU
administration was responsible
for anti-faculty language tucked
into the anti-union law, Senate
Bill 5. http://www.toledoblade.
com/Polilics/2011 /09/22/
BGSU-otficials-linked-to-rolein-S-B-5-draftJitml)
Now: the new administration
Ls giving us the same old lineTrust us! And we'd like to. But
collaboration involves give as
well as take, and it's not dear
what the new administration is
willing to give faculty in return
for what it expects from them.

Falcons fans disappointed, still proud
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TYLER BUCHANAN
COLUMNIST

On the afternoon of
Sunday, September 18th,
2011, I stood apprehensively in the bleachers of
the north end zone of Doyt
Perry Stadium, Instrument
clutched between nervous
renditions of "Ay Ziggy
Zoomba," I teetered and
waited, nearly pleading.
"How do they do this to
us?"
This, of course, was the
business of caring.
Poised, on the edge,
like a tight-rope walker, I
debated throwing my heart
into the game or shielding
it from hope and illusion. I
waited too long.
I cheered. We all cheered.
The moment the roll-off
for "Forward Falcons" began,
it was too late.
The score, tugging at my
attention, pulled me and
thousands of others to the
brink of desire.
In seven points lay the
difference. The game clock
was not yet exhausted. How
could we lose?
The sun was shining bright
on our faces. The turf, worn

through the afternoon of a
hundred struggles, looked
untouched.
We cheered again. "Ay
Zigga Zoomba" roared, and
roared again and again,
like the succession of waves
against a cliff.
This feeling felt all too
familiar. Last year's season
permeated our thoughts.
But that was last year, right?
We'd already won the same
amount of games in two
weeks than we had all last
year, right?
How could we lose?
Ninety yards. A minute or
so left.
As the Falcons raced their
way down the field, the stadium's noise grew steadily
as if God were gradually
twisting the dial of human
volume control.
Play after play, second
after second, we clapped,
cheered, stomped, hollered
and roared, blaring "Ay Zigga
Zoomba" fortissimo, as the
game pushed farther and
farther towards the end zone.
Eighty yards more, then
70, moving down, down,
down. Thirty seconds left.
The game moved too
quickly to even react. All we
could do was cheer louder
and louder, until suddenly,
the clock read two seconds.
The crowd was on its feet.

Bowling Green State
University froze; fathers lifted their sons on their shoulders for a better view, cheerleaders peered behind their
shoulders for a glimpse of the
field, cars pulled off the road,
planes emergency landed as
pilots rushed to their radios,
clergymen interrupted sermons, Congressmen interrupted speeches; the world
fixed on this one moment of
teenagers and twenty-somethings battling with an eggshaped ball.
All the anxieties of school
and work were forgotten.
All the disappointments
of yesterdays, the troubles of
today, the desires of tomorrow, everything was gone.
I sat a full football-fieldlength away from the catch
that kept the hopes and
dreams alive.
I was supposed to play
the fight song? Now? Did
they not see the miracle
before us?
My emotions were the blur
of Roadrunner smoke, in
company with several thousand fans.
It took several notes to
regain my senses. In midsong, nudging the player
next to me, I made a kicking motion.
Oh, that's right. We've still
got to pay the toll at the end

of the highway.
A few moments later, it was
over. Snap, kick, block, and
there's your old ballgame.
It was like being given a
one question pop-quiz by
your principal on the stage
of graduation that you
answered incorrectly, and
despite your 13 or 17 or a
hundred years of effort, frustrations and expectations,
they put your diploma back
in the box.
Is there something to
be said about a journey
of academic achievement
and knowledge without
receiving a piece of paper
with a stamped signature
at the end?
Likewise, was it worth the
emotion and relentless pull
of fate for a game not won?
We can at least appreciate our ability to give passion
and to care, even if to something paradoxically simple
and infinitesimal as a catch
on painted, artificial grass.
That day, it took a spiraling, egg-shaped ball under
an autumn sun to send a
stadium of grown human
beings cheering and jumping to their feet.
So be it.
Respond to Tyler at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Falcons look to
rebound in Oxford
ByMklokWysocki
Assistant Sports Editor

"I'm very proud of the
effort our guys played

LAUREN MIZGALSKI. No IS. right side hitter, spites the ball in a match played against SIU Edwaidsville at the Stroh Center

Volleyball team brings 12-game win streak into first conference matches of season
By Nick Marlow
Reporter

BG
opens
Mid-American
Conference play this weekend with
two difficult road games against
Kent State and Ohio University.
The team heads down to Athens
on Friday night for its match against
the Bobcats. Ohio is the defending
MAC Champion and was picked to
finish first in the MAC East in a preseason poll among league coaches.
"Beating OU will send a message
to the other teams in the MAC that
we're a team to watch out for," said
middle Kari Galen, who leads the
Falcons with 61 blocks. "OU is a
strong team, but so are we."
Ohio is 8-6 and has had quite the

nonconference schedule heading
into league play, with wins against
Pittsburgh, Virginia Tech, Villanova
and Maryland—all of which play
in one of the six power conferences.
The Bobcats faced the No. 26 and No.
28 teams in the nation — according
to the Coaches Poll — in Tennessee
and Kentucky. Ohio took the Vols to
five sets and outscored them 50-30
in the second and fourth sets.
The Bobcats boast four players
with at least 100 kills, but are hitting
.181 as a team. Kelly Lamberti leads
the team with 137 kills, adding 128
digs and 10 aces.
"Lamberti is the ball control of the
team and a dominant hitter," said
head coach Denisc Van De Walle.
"We watched her in club and loved

her. She's very dynamic and does
everything well."
Their left side hitter has been hurt
and may not play in the match Friday
night, but the Falcons are preparing for her nonetheless, according to
Van De Walle.
Ohio's ringer is outside hitter and
returning All-MACplayer Katie Post.
Standing 6 foot 3 inches tall, she
leads the team with 86 blocks to go
along with 130 kills.
BG will head north to Kent, Ohio,
after its match with Ohio to lake on
7-8 Kent State.
'There's a rivalry with Kent that I
don't know how got started," Van Oe
See STREAK
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After falling short against Wyoming
last week, the Falcons are preparing
to travel to Oxford, Ohio to go toeto-toe with the Miami RedHawks.
This past Saturday, the BG football team lost against Wyoming
in the last seconds of the game,
characteristic of last year, but coach
Dave Clawson they have no time to
feel sorry for themselves.
"We've got a huge game this
weekend in Oxford; we are playing the defending Mid-American
Conference champions," Clawson
said.
After the pitfalls against the
Cowboys, Clawson said they
addressed the issues and hope they
won't pop up again, but he was
optimistic about the determination
he saw in games previous.
"At no point did you put on that
film and we said our guys didn't
give us a great effort—and that's
down to the final whistle, to the
final on-side kick," Clawson said.
"I'm very proud of the effort our
guys played with. Quite frankly
there were times last year I can't
tell you I was proud of our effort... I
think these guys have showed up to
play, and they've played hard."
In practice this past week,
they have coached harder and
worked on more ball security
drills, Clawson said. There were
things that showed up on film
that got corrected.
When mistakes started showing
up in the Morgan State game two
weeks ago they cleaned those up,
but it ended up costing them this
time around Clawson said.
The team goes over ball security
drills every Monday. Clawson said
if you watched Anthon Samuel's
long touchdown run against
Idaho, it is clear that he is holding
the ball high and tight, and he
kept it pinned all the way down
the sideline. As soon as there was
contact, he covered it up.
"That's how we teach it.... We got
the eagle claw grip, we've got all the
points of contact and we always
have the thing high and tight;

with. Quite frankly
there were times last
year I can't tell you I was
proud of our effort."
Dave Clawson | Head Coach

and when he fumbled lagainst
Wyomingl he had the ball on his
hip," Clawson said. "So I don't care
who you are, if you carry the ball
low and on your hip you're going to
turn it over."
Samuel knows what to do, but
consistency is key every snap.
Clawson said the one snap you
don't do could end up costing the
team in a big way.
ReigningMAC champions Miami
RedHawks have 17 returning starters and one of the best quarterbacks in the conference, if not the
country—Zac Dysert—according
to Clawson.
"Dysert is an excellent player, and
[Nick] Harwell and |Chris| Givens
are a dangerous one-two receiving combo in the conference, and
they're playing in front of a veteran
offensive line," Clawson said.
Clawson said they have some pro
prospects too, and that this game
is going to be a great challenge to
go on the road for the MAC opener.
"I understand it's going to be sold
out, so we are looking forward and
excited to get down there and starting MAC play," Clawson said.
This game is one of the original rivalries BG holds on an
annual basis.
Offensive
Lineman
Chip
Robinson grew up 30 minutes away
from Miami, and his brother played
tight end for the RedHawks from
1999 through the early 2000s.
"I always want to beat my big
brother. He lives in Oxford, is a cop
in Oxford, so he's there all the time,"
Robinson said. "I always just want
See REBOUND | Page 10

Women's soccer starts conference play with two road
By Alex Krampasky
Reporter

The Falcons went back to work at
practice this week after coming off a
1-1 weekend, looking to continue to
improve their game as the team gets
into the meat of its schedule.
"Practice was definitely easier," said captain Alyssa Zuccaro.
"We really focused on the mental aspects much more than the
physical aspects that we focused
on last week."
Coach Andy Richards said that
despite the change in practice
direction, the team still worked
hard to make sure they get the
results they are looking for this
weekend.
"We really let |up| our foot on the
gas during practice," he said. "But
we didn't let up all the way. We still
have to work hard to win."
BG is headed to Buffalo, N.Y. to
take on the Bulls on Friday and to
Kent. Ohio on Sunday to take on the
Golden Flashes of Kent State.
"We really focused on Buffalo's
style of play," said Junior Emily
Rothwell.
These two matches will mark
the beginning of Mid-American
Conference play and will be crucial

FACEBOOK
Become a Facebook fan

to win to get into the postseason.
"MAC play starts a renewal
for the season," Richards said.
"We have to have confidence in
the good things we've accomplished so far, and carry that
into conference matches."
Despite the rough start to the season, the team knows that its postseason fate is directly related to how
it does in its conference games.
"We have tried to emphasize how
important MAC games are to the
younger team members," Zuccaro
said. "But its just one of those things
where experience will help you out
tremendously."
Buffalo and Kent have started off
the season very well and look to be
a strong force in the MAC. Buffalo,
who finished last season with a
record of 1-16-2, turned things
around this season and has a 7-1
record to show for it.
Kent also had a bad season last
year, finishing 4-10-4, and has
started the 2011 season off with a
6-2 record.
"We have good scouting reports
from Buffalo," Richards said. "We
See PREVIEW | Page 10

KYUE BRIEM No 26. defender, lights to get the ball from a Valparaiso player this past Sunday
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GAGA WANTS TO TALK OBAMA

After 14-year-old Lady Gaga fan Jamey Rodenmeyer committed suicide this week, Gaga has responded by calling to
President Obama to enact laws making bullying illegal.
Rodenmeyer. who posted an "It Gets Better" video on
Youi'ube back in May, was found dead outside his home on
Sunday after years of taunting over his sexuality, according to
his parents.
"The past days I've spent reflecting, cryingand yelling," Gaga
tweeted. "I have so much anger. It is hard to feel love when cruelty takes someones life."
The pop star claimed that she is planning to meet with the
president on the matter.

Hrrp/.wwwrHtEPtsow&uiDEScoH

R EM CALL IT QUITS

After three decades,
K.E.M. announced on their
official website the breakup of the band. The band is
known for the songs "The
One I Love," "Everybody
Hurts" and "Losing My
Religion."
"All things must end. and
we wanted to do it right,
to do it our way." singer
Michael Stipe said.
Hrrp/WWWKATWUKCOK'

BRADS STILL TALKING ABOUT JEN

In an interview with Parade
magazine. Brad Pitt talked a
lot about his ex-wife, Jennifer
Aniston.
In the article, Pitt is quoted saying he wasn't living an
interesting life in the 90s.
Many have come to speculate
that he was speaking about
Aniston, since they were married at the time.
"1 spent the '90s trying to
hide out, trying to duck the
full celebrity cacophony. I
started to get sick of myself
sitting on the couch, holding
a joint, hiding out. It started to
feel pathetic."
Later. Pitt took back the
quote, saying that what he
said was misunderstood.
It grieves me that this was
interpreted this way. Jen is
an incredibly giving, loving
and hilarious woman who
remains my friend," Pitt said.
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i Grade |B
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BYMATTL1ASSE
Between the big musical
numbers and tongue-incheek innuendos, something happened to "Glee"
during its second season.
The show that was once
one of the most talked-about
shows lost its spark and
couldn't seem to climb back
to the top spot.
During the third season opener, which aired on
Tuesday on Fox. viewers got
a glimpse of why they fell
in love with the show in the
first place.
Old favorites have adopted
new storylines, which the
second season lacked. The
show began to revolve solely
around three characters:
desperate for center stage
Rachel Berry (played by
Lea Michele), Finn I Iudson
(Cory Monteith) and Kurt
Hummel (Chris Colfer),
whose storyline responded
to the national fight against
bullying on gay teenagers.
When the show started, "Glee" was full of dark
humor. The president of the
celibacy club was knocked
up, and the show choir teacher was fired for inappropriate
contact with a student and
resorted to selling marijuana
to deal with unemployment.
Tuesday's episode "The
Purple Piano Project"
seemed to bring back these
storylines.
In the episode, Quinn
Fabray (Dianna Agron). the

once-blond bombshell head
cheerleader, is engaging in
activities with "the skanks."
a group of chain-smoking
girls with pink hair and Sex
Pistol attitudes.
And with the next episode
preview showing Quinn
wanting to see the baby she
was once pregnant with but
gave up for adoption, the
storyline shows some promise for the rest of the season.
And of course, one of the best
qualides about the show: the
talent is always top-notch.
Season two found too many
current Top 40 hits.
With the performances of
The Go-Go's "We Got The
Beat" and "Cant Stop The
Beat," made famous by the
musical "Hairspray," maybe
the writers heard the unanimous complaints. An episode of Justin Bieber and
Rebecca Black songs just
didn't cut it.
The main thing fans
learned Tuesday, and should
be kept in mind, is for some
of the beloved characters,
this will be the final season.
As Finn, Rachel and Kurt
(to name a few) prepare for
their senior year, viewers
must start the countdown
until they're gone. And when
watching Kurt and Rachel's
duet "Ding Dong The Witch
Is Dead," it's hard to imagine the show having such
chemistry when they're
gone.
This may be the begin-

BY RYAN SATKOWIAK

On the same night his
roast was aired on Comedy
Central, the show Charlie
Sheen played a large part in
helping make a hit debuted
with a new headliner.
"Two and a Half Men"
is back, but the first episode did little to dictate
the direction the show
would take going forward
with Ashton Kutcher as the
show's new lead man.
Charlie Harper, Sheen's
character in the show,
is killed off — as to prevent any possible return
to the show for the "rock
star from Mars." While
the initial funeral scene
did have some funny oneliners that have come to
define the show in recent
seasons, the scene as a
whole was drawn out. as
series producer Chuck
Lorre seemed to write in
as many shots as he could
at Sheen's character.
After the funeral ends,
the show really remains
much of the same. The
rest of the cast remains
the same, and Kutcher's
character seems, on the
surface, to be incredibly
similar to the character
Sheen played. If CBS was
looking for a change of
direction in the plot of
"Men," they didn't show it
in the first episode.
As difficult as it may be
to accept for some, Sheen's

departure may have been
best for "Two and a Half
Men" in the long run.
In the past two seasons,
it was becoming increasingly obvious that the
show's producers were
struggling to come up with
fresh storylines to keep the
show going.
With the addition of
Kutcher's character, a
plethora of possibilities for
new plot directions for the
show are now available to
be perused. If drawn out
properly, they could make
"Men's" shelf life extend
several seasons past what
it would have if Sheen
remained with the show.
The key, however, will be
winning back the fans who
were alienated by Sheen's
firing. While the season
premiere wasn't anything
groundbreaking for the
show that has been on the
air since 2003, it wasn't necessarily a step backward.
The show isn't really any
different from where it left
off last season.
While
CBS
heavily exploited Sheen's "party
hard" lifestyle in the first
few seasons, the attention of
the most recent seasons had
shifted more so to the supporting cast. While the next
two or three episodes will
truly determine the direction that "Men" takes going
forward, things appear to be
goingin the right direction.
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BYMATTUASSE
Last
weekend, ABC's
"Modern Family" swept
the Emmys, and this
Wednesday, it showed why.
The show that follows a
big, lovable and liberal family, started its third season
with a hilarious bang and
plenty of heart.
The show's excellent writing and acting is what makes
die show top-notch.
The full-hour opener
picked up with a family vacation in Wyoming,
where the show's gay couple
Mitchell and Cam (played by
Jesse Tyler Ferguson and Eric
Stonestreet) announce they
are looking to adopt another baby, a boy this time.
Mitchell's attempts to be
more rugged for their future
son were hilarious. Their
daughter Lily, whom Cam
has been known to dress up
like pop icons in the past, is
now three years old and not
receptive to the idea of sharing her dads. Still, the jokes
behind a little boy dressed
like Michael Jackson, Ehon
John or Freddie Mercury are

X FACTOR FALLS SHORT

The highly anticipated debut
of Simon Cowell's "X Factor"
earned 12."> million viewers on
Wednesday, which was wellbelow Wednesday's season premiere of "Modern Family."
Cowell stars with Paula Abdul
in his new show, which is similar to "American Idol." It also
scored lower than Fox's other
show "NewGirl," which debuted
on Tuesday.
Wednesday's "X Factor"
debuted at half the number
of viewers of the last season's
opener of "American Idol."
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writing themselves.
Claire and Phil Dunphy
(Julie Bowen and Ty Burrell,
who both took home Emmys
of their own last weekend)
return to their usual parenting antics. The hilarity never
stops, and their endless arguments with their three kids
offer a fantastic and realistic
storyline any family can relate
to.
One of the best characters,
Jay (played by Ed O'Neill),
causes any viewer to smile,
especially when he can't quite
get the hang of riding a horse
in the premiere episode. His
wife, Gloria (Sofia Vergara)
delivered her usual funny lines
and adorable accent, serving
as the eye candy for the guys
watching the show.
It's also great how much
the show is still pushing the
envelope. The controversies
found in America (gay adoption, older men married to
young women) is front-andcenter in the show, and it
doesn't seem to be lightening up.
Not only funny, but completely relatable and smart,
"Modern Family" continues
to be the show with the biggest heart. It was named the
best comedy on television,
and hopefully continues its
rein.
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BYMATTUASSE
Everything
Zooey
Deschanel does is adorable.
This may not be the case for
Fox's "New Girl."
The pilot for the show,
which aired on Fox on
TUesday, was awkward and
fell flat. Here's to hoping it
picks up, because if it goes
down the track it is currently, Deschanel may have her
very first flop.
The show opened with
Jessica Day (Deschanel)
interviewing to get an
apartment, which is already
occupied by three guys. We
quickly learn about Jessica's
recent break-up, which sets
up the next scene—one
that includes her watching "Dirty Dancing" a large
number of times.
Jessica's antics turn
almost annoying. The character is a mix of Deschanel's
character in "Weeds," her
character in "(500) Days Of
Summer," and Jim Carrey's
character in "Dumb and
Dumber." During the episode, the audience member
will more than likely say,
"Why did she just do that?"
The show has potential,
but the pilot was all over the
place.
Schmidt (played by
Max Greenfield) contin-

ued to take his shirt off
when he was flirting with a
woman, an act which was
not explained. It was more
weird than it was funny.
The idea of Schmidt putting money in the "Douche
Bag Jar" every time he said
something that made his
roommates roll their eyes
was kind of funny, and the
phrase "kind of is important.
Coach (Damon Wayans
Jr.) had an angry trait which,
again, was never explained.
The only time the show
seemed to present any sign
of an ongoing storyline was
with Nick (Jake M. Johnson)
who also just went through
a break-up. Is this setting
up a romance between him
and Jessica? It's almost too
cliche to not happen.
The show's final scene at
a fancy restaurant, where
Jessica gets stood up for a
date and her new roommates sing "(I've Had) The
Time Of My Life" to cheer
her up offers one minor,
sweet scene. Other than
that, the show was easily
skipped.
You could say the show
can only go up from here,
but that's never true. Fans
of Deschanel will watch the
sitcom but fans of television
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Annie Clark's third album.
"Strange Mercy," under the
St. Vincent moniker, shows
Clark at her most vulnerable
and honest yet.
Lyrically "Strange Mercy"
is masterful, with complex
and abstract songwriting to
go along with her soothing
vocals and roaring guitar
riffs.
On
standout
cut
"Surgeon" she sings, "1 spent
the summer on my back."

FASHION
From Page 3
cold—and in Northwest
Ohio, it gets really cold. 1
love to wear scarves and
light jackets when it gets
chillier. Jacketsandscarves
are other accessories that
give your outfit that extra
oomph! This year, I have
become obsessed with
trench coats. 1 have a red
one and a tan one; they
give my outfits a classic,
pulled-together look. The
trench also reminds me of

and draws inspiration from
Marilyn Monroe as she
quotes her in the song's chorus, "best, finest surgeon,
come cut me open."
The song also closes with
a Pink Floyd-sounding guitar solo. "Dilettante" also features strong guitar playing
over a downtempo beat.
St. Vincent dabbles in the
new electro fad on "Strange
Mercy." It works sometimes
like on the upbeat "Cruel."
but sometimes it's a bit

reading Nancy Drew as
a little girl.
As you shop around
and pull together your
fall looks you might notice
a new trend going around,
and this year it is leopard
print. The print is everywhere and in every color.
If you ever wonder while
shopping if you should
buy a leopard print item,
I would say definitely.
Everyone needs at least
one leopard thing in their
wardrobe.
Coming to college,
you begin to learn more

I Jayh/n Williams

#

of a letdown — like on one
the album's few missteps,
"Hysterical Strength."
Musically, "Strange Mercy"
is very good, and by now if
you've heard a St. Vincent
record, you know her guitar skills are top notch. But
this album's finest moments
come through lyrical offerings like on the )eff Buckleysounding "Champagne Year."
"I'll make a living telling
people what they want to
hear, it's not a killing but it's

about yourself, and I feel
as if fashion is my way to
create a new me. I have
always loved fashion, but
now there are no restrictions. 1 can take the risks 1
never could in high school.
That is what I'm here for: to
help you take the risks you
never thought you could.
So go on all you fashionistas—show your pride and
let your wardrobe shine!
Slay limed on bgnews.
coin for more fashion columns. Next tveek I'll help
you pick out the perfect pair
ofbools.

L Meg Brunelle

Shops: Everywhere

Shops: At thrift stores

Jeans: Delia's

Shirt: Eddie Bauer

Boots: Gojane.com

Jeans: Goodwill

enough to keep the cobwebs
clear."
And Clark gets extra personal on "Cheerieader": "I've
had good times with some
bad guys. I've told whole lies
with a half smile."
On her third go-round,
Clark has cemented St.
Vincent as one of the biggest
names in the "indie rock"
scene, and "Strange Mercy"
will definitely find its way
onto many "Best Albums Of
2011" lists.

STROH
From Page 3
spotlight."
The University is the ideal
place to live your dreams, Blair
said.
"BOSU is my support system."
Blair said. "When 1 do something, 1 give it my all. And BOSU
is perfect for that. It's the perfect
step to where I'm headed."
Willingham agrees. Getting
involved at the University helped
her get the job in the video.
Willingham said.
"I like to do a lot and
stay involved with people,"
Willingham said. "That's how
they found mc—with the gospel
choir."
Although Blair's fame is
spreading beyond his roots, Blair
said family keeps him grounded
"My godmother, mother and
two sisters inspire me," Blair
said. "They're my four girls. I
want to support them. They're
why I do what 1 do."

Donuts. Although it is new
to the University campus,
it is holding its own against
Starbucks with two new
drinks that are sure to lure
customers away from their
competitor. One specialty
drink available is a White
Hot Chocolate, perfect for
the cold Bowling Green
nights. IH.nk.iii Donuts is
also serving customers its
hot Apple Cider.
When stacked against
its fellow coffee competitor, Dunkin' Donuts comes
out victorious in the health
and nutrition department. A medium While
Hot Chocolate is 340 calories with 47 grams of sugar.
However, it is the hot Apple
Cider that is !>y far the
healthiest drink available at
either location: a medium
hot Apple Cider is 180 calories with 45 grams of sugar.
If you'd rather celebrate
the arrival of fall with food,
two popular restaurants
arc offering up a tasty
cheesecake and a burger
big enough to fill any meat
lover's dreams.
First up is Italian eatery
Olive Garden, known for its
endless salads and breadsticks. The chain is also
trying its hand at a fallthemed dessert: Pumpkin
Cheesecake.
While truly delicious for
any sweet tooth, beware
of the damage it'll do to
your diet. This Pumpkin
Cheesecake clocks in at an
alarming 840 calories with

25 grams of fat. The best
way to justify the purchase
is to split it amongst your
friends so that you can all
partake in this delicious
dessert while not feeling
guilty about it.
The last of our seasonal
offerings list leads right to
Red Robin's gargantuan
Oktdberfesl burger. Made
with melted Swiss cheese,
onions, black forest ham and
beer mustard atop the patty,
all in between two pretzel
buns, the only word seemingly fit to describe such a
creation is monstrous. If the
sheer amount of food groups
represented on this one burger isn't enough, it also comes
with Red Hobin's ever-popular bottomless fries. Luckily
for Red Robin, no nutritional
facts on their holiday burger
are available. I lowever, for an
idea oi just how many calories
lay in between those buns,
according to their official
website
www.redrobin.
com a typical cheeseburger
weighs in at 5)34 calories and
60 grams of fat.
As we get deeper into the
fall season, more specialty
items will be offered to win
over our taste buds and dollars. Whether its Starbucks,
Dunkin' Donuts, Olive
Garden or Red Robin or any
other of your favorites, this
fall each location will surely
have something to satisfy
each of your desired needs.
Additional nutritional information on any of the featured items and more can
be found at www.starbucks.
com. www.dunkindonuts.
com. www.olivegarden.com
andwww.redrobin.com.
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DO YOU PARTICIPATE IN

Listings Available On-Line
I Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

FALCON FRIDAYS?
38% NO
45 people

Great Selection of

Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!

STOP
by our office &
pick up tho
New Listings!

Available for 2011-2012
•
•
•
•

We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FUR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 lo 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Poll out of 119 people
Source: www.bgnews.com
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JAKE RICKMAN and Emily Penench stand outside ol On The Edge Tattoo downtown Bowling Green

SOUND CHECKS were done before the band Steodad went on at Haward's Club H Thursday night.
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Church Directory
We inviteyou to worship with us and look
forward to meetingyou soon!

REGULAR HOURS BEGIN AUGUST 29th

Campus Ministry
www.rollegelifehouse.org

1428EWoosterSt
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Across From Harshman Dorms

Bible Study Every Tuesday At 8:30PM

OPEN HOUSE

r

Friday August 26th 4PM - 10PM
Saturday August 27th 12PM • 8PM

COLD DRINKS & COSMIC SUBS

s

—

Rev. Michael Nlalanga I Senior Pastor

p Bowling Green

ovenant
Real God...
Real People.
1165 Haskins Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
phone 419.352.8483
e-mail: office@bgcovenant.org

www.bgcovenant.org
Saturday >lavs
3pm
Similar Mass
I OHM. .fpan. *>|>tn

■2X I I....Mm Air

BROOKSIDE
CHURCH

ON

Brookside welcomes anyone who is looking to explore their
faith to come worship in a casual, come-as-you-are atmosphere.
The services are conveniently held right on campus, but are not
limited to students. Join them in a contemporary worship style
and enjoy music from a full band.
Brookside Church goes beyond just worshiping on Sunday
mornings; they offer small groups, called LIFE Groups for
members to join and meet others. LIFE Groups are made up of
15 or less people who meet outside of church to get to know
each other's needs, look ba k and discuss what was learned and
how to integrate it into everyday life.
Currently, Brookside is focusing on Living Naked, a sermon
series on how God has taken us closer by taking off the mask.
Brookside believes in three core movements:

M
lid Napoiaon Road
W Boating Qraon. OH 4J402
www »rooftn«hbj i»o
«4MIMM

ST. MARK'S
LUTHERAN CHURCH
Welcome students!

CAMPUS

Come worship with Brookside Church every Sunday at
10 .i.m in Olscamp 101! Brookside Church is a
community of people whose doors are open to all. They
believe that every person adds something valuable. Brookside
is a community continuing to learn how to love God and love
others through words and actions. They are not a building or
a name. As a community. Brookside desires to be people who
are moving closer to Jesus Christ, to one another, and to the
Bowling Green community.

An Outreach Ministry Of:

Let BGSU feed your brains and
Let St.Marks feed your soul

Make Yourself At Home
wwWstrn&rVslutheranbg.org
315 South College, Bowling Green

(419)353-9305
■SB
If you don't believe in the power of prayer today,
just wait until finals
Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m..
Praise Service also at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

St.Catholic
Aloysius
Church
We're on the corner of Summit & dough St.

Upward - Connecting to Christ
Inward - Connecting to Community
Outward - Connecting to Cultures

(419)352-4195

If you are looking to for a Church that gets involved in the
community, Brookside is a perfect fit! They are dedicated to
serving the Bowling Green Community, and have done so by
purchasing hygiene and food items and donating them locally to
those who are in need.
Brookside also partners with CRU, a Christian organization on
campus.
For more information on Brookside Church, check them out at
brooksidechnrch.net or Facebook.com/BrooksidechurchBG.

WKKKKNI) MASSKS
SAT: 5:30PM SUN:8, 10, and 12 NOON

Welcome Back

THE ALLIANCE

Brookside looks forward to seeing you this Sunday at 10:00a.m.
in Olscamp 101 for a great spiritual experience!

J

J Mumiw 28:11-20

Bowling Green Alliance Church

in MALL
Jl IT @ 8 PM
NIGHT @ 6:30PM

1161 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
www.bgaDiance.org

Sunday Morning Pick-Up
Call for a ride: 419-352-3623

il2Jffl}J521
Church on campus

brookside church
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Things are starting to
heat up, and our pickers
are beginning to separate
themselves in the standings.
This week, we have arguably
our toughest week of picks,
with four ranked matchups
on this week's slate

£ a

RYAN SATKOWIAK
Sports Editw
BG
vs. Miami

Miami -4
No. 14 Arkansas
wNaJAiabarru

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

6 5
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MICHEIEWYSOCKI

BYRON MACK

KATIE "G ABB AN A

Assistant Sports Editof

Photo Editor

Design Editor

Just B» every game we pid this

fa hoping BGpuls an upset but I

week, this is a toss-up If BG cuts

thjnkitwibedose

down the mrstabs they can wn but

The Falcons wl wii a dose road
game here Mami had a kicky season

8

BG can't make extra points Real
confidence inspiring,

BG 24. Miami 21

Alabama's QB situation still

II Tide

Miami 34. BG 12

This will be a close game, as

Sweet home Alabama!

scares me. but at home they get

Alabama has a smuggling offense

the benefit of the doubt.

but a stellar defense. Trent
Alabama 17. Arkansas 14

Alabama 42. Arkansas 41

NoJMUwmSt

The Weeden-Blackmon combo

Ranked No 1 in the country in pass-

CUaSornaStatehasaQBwlha72

Footbal R king in Texas

»Na8*wMM

is ridiculous ASM is good, but

ing hopefuly that prows to be true

percent completoi percentage and the

Cowboys' passing attack.
Oklahoma St. 51. Texas A4M 31

Oklahoma St. 25. Texas ASM 28

Oklahoma St. 32. Texas A«M 28

6 2

Texas A*M 51. Oklahoma St 51

No. 11 Florida St

Clemson-2.5

Really a toss up AD depends on

Qemson won big last week, but I

Clemson is coming off a huge

how Florida St responds to a big

don't think they can do it again

confidence building win over

SUDOKO

and every 3x3 box contains

Auburn. Florida St. has to go to

loss and how Qemson responds

the digits 1 to9.Thereisno

Clemson. without their QB.

to a big vm.

guessing or math involved.

Clemson28,FSU24

FSU28,Clemson21

Clemson 24, FSU17

FSU 27. Clemson 19

West Virginia will be too busy

fm picking iris one ro be the upset d

Defense whs championships and

looking forward to their huge

the week

if LSU coukJ stop Oregons offense
with ease Wnt Vigha doesn't stand

I'm going with West Virginia since
theyre closer to Cleveland

Just use logic to solve
No.2LSU
W-NaKSWedVa.
LSU-5.5
No. 23 USC
vs. Arizona State
Arizona St. -2.5

Overall retord

matchup with BG next week

9

8 6
9

so that every row, column

I realk/ hate Clemson's colors

1

2

3

To play: Complete the grid
vs. No. 21 Clemson

2 8
6

9

best reoewr h ccfege footbal h Justin
Backmcn

not good enough to stop the

7
9

7

Alabama 52. Arkansas 21

1

3
5

BG33.Miami31

Alabama 27, Arkansas 24

Texas ASM -4.5

9

6

3 5

last year and have a new coach this

Richardson will be the difference.
Alabama -11

8

2

I give the edge to the home team
Miami 35. BG 51

3 7 2
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8 4
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a chance

Yes. that was a joke.
LSUJ5.WVU17

WVU35.LSU32

LSU27.WVU17

I hate USC Lfeabt The fact that

With USC refabe for postseason play

The Sun Devfc wi top the Trojans

they mxjHt be the worst 5-0 team

I thnk Arizona St has more of a deSre

USC had a dose game aganst a

roxVxjcfiwtbalhBtnyniiest

to win Sun Devils take it

WVU38.LSU52

medocre Minnesota team ASU lost
to USC last year, but wl win by a TD.

easier to pek aganst them
Arizona St. 45, USC 51

Arizona St 55. USC 28

Arizona St 28. USC 21

12-6

11-7

15-5

Men's soccer ends
road trip with victory
By Cameron league Robimon
Reporter

The BGSU men's soccer team
ended their five'-garoe' road
trip with a 4-1 win at Detroit,
bringing their record to 5-2-1.
"I was really pleased with
our approach to this game,
we were loose but dialed
in," coach Eric Nichols said.
"When we find that balance,
we generally play with a lot of
confidence and seem to enjoy
the games quite a bit more."
The Falcons came out of the
gates fast scoring within the
first three minutes of the opening kick. They received a corner
and midfielder Danny Baraldi
crossed the ball into the box.
Forward Roddiff Hall found
the ball back post and headed
the ball into the back of the net
giving the Falcons a 1-0 lead.
At around the 20th minute,
the Falcons received another
corner kick taken by Baraldi.
He crossed the ball into the
box and the ball found the
head of defender Tanner Fink.
Fink headed the ball back into

"Scoring four goals
on the road is a
real feat, especially
against a good
team like Detroit."
Eric Nichols | Soccer Coach

the box to where midfielder
Zach I cuikf outjumped his
defender to put the ball in
the back of the net, giving the
Falcons a 2-0 lead.
Another goal would be
created by Baraldi when at
around the 38th minute mark
in the first half he took midfielder Sam Galloway's pass to
goal. He took a shot but it went
off the crossbar to defender/
midfielder Colin Armstrong
who was taken down by a
defender inside the box for
a penalty kick. Midfielder
Brandon Silva stepped up
and finished the penalty kick
to give the Falcons a 3-0 lead
going into halftime.
The Falcons had many chanc-

es in the second half to extend
the lead, but with just under
12 minutes left, forward Ryan
Comisky brought them up 4-0.
The game ended in a score of 4-1
as Detroit scored with just under
2:40 left on the dock.
"I'm obviously pleased
with the result." Nichols said.
"Scoring four goals on the road
is a real feat, especially against
a good team like Detroit."
After giving up four goals in
the two games in Tennessee,
the defense seemed to be back
to its old focused form, giving
up only one shot on goal.
"We were much sharper
than last weekend" Nichols
said. "We only conceded five
shots total, and we held their
top attacker to zero shots for
the entire game. That is a very
solid defensive game."
The Falcons now get a week
off before they play 1UPUI at
home on Sept. 30.
"It will be good ... we have
some things we need to work
on and this extended period
between games will be very
beneficial." Nichols said.

LAUREN TOFF I IHLBGNtWS
JOEY D'AGOSTINO. No. 2. midfielder, attempts to get the ball around an IPFW defender in a game player earlier this season

¥EA
SPORTS
VIRTUAL SHOWDOWN

MIAMI

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports'
NCAA '12 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.

BG rugby travels to Indiana
for matchup with Purdue
By Max HouwhokUr
Reporter

The BG rugby team will have
its first road trip this weekend when it travels to West
Lafayette, Ind., to take on the
Purdue Boilermakers.
Purdue, coming off a 22-15
upset of Ohio State this past
Saturday, expects to bring a
more physical approach to
the Falcons.
The main focus for the
Falcons has been to play
with more team unity, and
they hope that alone will be
enough to fend off the confident Purdue bunch.
"We've been using some
8-on-8 scrimmage drills
to create some continuity
in loose play," coach Tony
Mazzarella said.
He added that he hopes
the Falcons improve their
passing and work on spread-

"We just need to
work more as a
unit and not
just rely on
individual efforts."
Mike Brown | BG Rugby Hooker

ing the ball around more.
Both Mazzarella and his
team were not pleased with
their effort in last week's
win over Central Michigan,
because they felt the win
was made up of sheer individual effort.
"We just need to work
more as a unit and not just
rely on individual efforts,"
sophomore Mike Brown
said. "We simply need to
spread the ball around to
keep the defense guessing

because Purdue, like most
Indiana teams, is very hard
hitting. Thus, if we open
things up, I think we can
wear them down."
To help the Falcons will
be the probable and imminent return of team captain
Dominic Mauer and fly half
Nick Mussara. Mussara is
still nursing a shoulder injury and is questionable for
the game.
If he plays, that will add
some much-needed depth to
the fly half position, where
scoring leader Max Narewski
has been forced to play
whole games as a result of
Mussara's absence.
Mauer, on the other hand,
will most likely be a go as he
has been fully participating
in practice all this week.
The game will be at 1:00
p.m. in West Lafayette, Ind.
on Purdue's rugby field.
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7 0 10 11 28
This week's top performers:
BGSU: QB Matt Schilz 15-40,193 yards, 1 TD, 2 INT
WR Kamar Jorden 8 catches, 117 yards, 1 TD
REAL RECORD

VIRTUAL RECORD

2-1

2-2
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Walle said." Hut every year we
play, it's a battle. This year will
be no different. Their crowd
can be rough. They Ret some
of their other teams to come
and harass us."
Maigan Larsen is the
Golden Flashes' biggest hitter.
She has posted a team-high
224 kills and lfi aces while
recording 120 digs. However,
Kathy Krupa is more consistent, hitting at a team-high

.323 clip on 152 kills. She acts
as a blockade for Kent's defensive front, leading the team
with HI blocks.
With its best start in program history, BG has done
nothing but prove that it is far
better than fifth in the MAC
East, where league coaches
picked the Falcons to finish
in a preseason poll.
"We know we're better than
the rankings," Galen said.
"We have something to prove,
and the other teams in the
MAC better watch out. They
don't know what's coming."

REBOUND
From Page 6

LAUMNPOFF I IHiBGNEWS
DEVON MCKOY No 12. comerback squares up in his stance during BG's game
against Wyonnngtrns past weekend

The BG News
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
I he l«i Newi Milt noi knowingly
iiu'pi aihi'!ii«rnirnis ih.it discrinuneie "> encourage dJtcrimiiuitmii i;'.n-i'i am individual <>i
group mi [In- basis ul race, st'\.
color creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, dav
.ihiliiv stains as a veteran, or on
Ihe hasisol am other lepalK pn>
lei nil status.

Campus Quarters Sports Bar
NFL Sunday Ticket,
BG Browns Backers.
College Football!
17 TVs. Sunday Liquor!
18 & Over until 9 on Sundays'

Help Wanted
Bartending, up to S300/day
No exp. needed, training crse
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174
CSC is the premier provider of
crowd management, security
and guest services tor the
entertainment and sporting event
industries We are holding open
interviews on Sept 26 & 27 in
room 221 of Perry Stadium,
9im to 8pm 419-372-0560
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to go and impress him and
make his day and week a little
sour if I can."
The team is looking at
this game as a championship game.
"They are defending champions, so you want to take
down the power and get in
to them, and show them that
we are here and we're here to
win the MAC championship,"
Robinson said. "We got to take
down one team at a time."
Senior Keith Morgan, BG
rover, said that it will be difficult to stop their offense, but
they know what they have
to focus on and how to play
in tight game situations, if
need be.
"One thing we're really
focusing on this whole week
is making sure we wrap up
when we tackle, and making
sure if you're in coverage that
you keep your eyes on your
man," Morgan said. "You
don't get lazy and look in the
backfield or take a play off,
because if you take that one
play off it could be the difference for winning or losing the
game."
With the realignment taking place in multiple conferences, Clawson said he is still
concentrating on things the
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team can control.
"I know we're still in the
MAC, and our goal is to win
the MAC." Clawson said.
Rivalries are traditions in
college football, according to
Clawson. He feels the realignment is unfortunate, and he is
not convinced it's for the good
of the game.
"Those things to a degree
are sacred in college football
and should be preserved."
Clawson said. "In some
ways it makes you appreciate coaching in this league
even more. I think those
types of rivalries and games
and the spirit of college football is still very much alive
in the MAC."
Like rivalries, a reoccurring
goal each year for the Falcons
is to go to Detroit and win
the MAC East, then the MAC
Championship.
Clawson said there are
eight steps before making it to
Detroit, and each step needs
to be taken to get there; Miami
is step one.
"The second you lose
a conference game, you
don't control your destiny,"
Clawson said.
The team would much rather be 1-0 in the MAC this time
next week than 0-1.
"If we win that football
game we're playing in Detroit,
so you don't know which one
it is, but every one is equally
important," Clawson said.
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BYRON MACK : THE BG NEWS
TRACY TOGBA. No. 20 forward, moves the ball up the field in a game
played against Valparaiso this past Sunday.

Roth Zuccaro and
Rothwell agreed that if they
work hard this weekend
that it will pay off.
The Falcons' next home
game will be next Friday,
Sept. 30, as they take on the
Toledo Rockets at 4 p.m.
at the Cochrane Soccer
Stadium.

PREVIEW
From Page 6
just have to defend their
strengths and attack
their weaknesses to the
best of our ability, and
I know we can compete
with them."

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Handyman/pa inter needed for apt
maintainance, approx 25hrs/wk
Contact randy@rjrooertscpa com

Diamond ring - $500 or best offer,
Acer laptop computer. HP printer.
S60O for both, call 419-819-6335

Brand new cozy 1BR w/ fireplace.
Avail NOW, S425/mo ♦ elec.

Immed opening lor exp kitchen
help Apply in person M-Th.
3-5pm Reverends Bar & Grill,
130 E. Woosler St. BG

House for Sale -Botanist's delight!
4 BR's. 4 baths. 9 rooms, excellent schools, reasonable price1
CallD McPeckal 419-351-2456

"I know it's early! but
students calling for 2012-13 s.y.
houses, call 419-353-0325.
cartyrentals com

NOW AVAIL' 2 BR apis, ideal
location, new updates, units avail.
w/ new W/D, private parking. A/C.
Call 419-304-9426 or email
phazlett607@roadrunner.com

Kidzwatch ■ both centers now
hiring care givers for days, eves
& weekends. Email resume to:
i nfo @ k idzwatch net
or email lor an application.
www kidzwatch.net

For Rent

Uraku Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers, call 419-352-7070.
www.urakusushi.com

"Available Now'"
3-5 BR |ust changed.
146 S College Dr house, next to
campus. W/D, C/A Also rms low
as $225/mo. 1/12 - 1 8 2 BR apts
Call 419-353-0325
Cartyrentals.com

(m unVinr* &r*eto & srmtmn mrt tramr* com
. call 1 800 iAMKMO - tip Co* 1432s

APARTMENTS

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryout!
NOW delivering!1
Anything in ihe store to you
Every day 4pm-2.30am'
419-354-BEER

M

ACROSS

At 12-0, the team is making noise at the national level,
receiving six votes from the
coaches in the Coaches Top
25 Poll released on Monday.
BG, which set another
record in winning all of its
pre-conference
tournaments, is on the heels of a
2004 team that holds the
record for consecutive wins
at 17. The Falcons can get to 14
straight with winning efforts
against Ohio and Kent State.
Coincidentally. the Bobcats
snapped the Falcons' win
streak back in 04.

I

1 Israeli submachine gun
2 Source of Eve's leaves
3 Yoko from Tokyo
4 Dead Sea find
5 Web opinion piece
6 Puerto _
7 Part of IMF: Abbr.
8 Must
9 French sponge cake
10 Having the most pizazz
11 These, in Tijuana
12 Intimidate
38 Greek _ Church
13 Loses control on Ihe
0
40 Oct. follower
ice
41
D.C.'s Pennsylvania.
21 Host Conan of NPR's
■Talk of the Nation"
eg
44 Suffix with tele- or
22 Rudolph's is red
Dance-A23 Book of maps
46 Celtic language
24 Engage in an online
49
Firstborn
scam
si
id
50 Light-sensitive eye
25
-Bismol
28 Tease
part
29 "Evil Woman" gp.
51 Debilitate
52 Taken _.: surprised
30 Delhi tongue
34 "Going Rogue' author 53 Showed again
Sarah
54 Mr. Magoo, e.g.
35 Give way
57 Jalopy
36 Mushers' vehicles
58 Galway's land
59 Word after 'going
Director Ang or Spike
twice..."
1994 Streep/Bacon thriller
63 NASDAQ debut
Sleeve opening
64 Dorothy Parker forte
Puts in the mail
65 Arctic pier material
2004 Kevin Spacey tribute (to
Bobby Darin)
Yankees superstar, familiarly
"Old MacDonald" refrain
New Zealander
3 i 0 HMO 3 d
■■ 3 N X
Mafia boss
D i d
a V N s
0
0 d
Dog's warning
M
1
1
1
3 1
3
a 0 H V
Michener novel, typically
3 h* 1 a N 0 A 3 a
3
5
Tinkertoy alternative
s a N 1
1 O H n u
Playable on a VCR
a n 1 V a 3 A 1 0 3 M 1
Do. re or mi
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THE BG volleyball team huddles up dunng a timeout during a match played against SlU-EdwardswIle
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VILLAGE

• 1 +2 BR
Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases *
• Minutes from BGSU*

Call 419-654-5716

^W
JBr.

llk.att ill

REASON
TO DONATE
rM CEUNA. I HAVE MUMMY IMMUNOOEFKKNCY,
SO MY UFE DEPENDS ON YOUR PLASMA DOHATKJW

RECEIVE UP TO

1789E.MELR0SEAVE

$300

FIMHAY, OH 45840
419.425.8680
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
AT BMNJFEPLASMA.COM

8/29 TO 10/1

• Pet friendly community o
* Utilities included *

MIL FOB SPECIALS!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
In Bowling Green
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